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The Radical Review series aims to normalize asking
why human beings and institutions function as they
do to help strategize social and societal transformation
more effectively. By asking why something is the case,
we confront the core or root causes that produce said
thing in its current form. In the context of “radical
change” such an understanding can establish what
informs and shapes existing states of being and
affairs, which can then be challenged using alternative
vantage points and by rejecting the limitations of
the root causes of the status quo. Radical thinking in
this form often reveals that what is deemed “radical”
is context dependent rather than “universally” or
“objectively” different from what is “normal” as normalcy
is assumed here to be socially constructed.1 By
illustrating the context dependency of radicalism, this
series also establishes the value in strategizing social
change using cross-cultural knowledge exchanges
as well as, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
approaches to knowledge production; the latter of
which, has been identified as a radical response to the
disciplinary boundaries in academia.2 To these ends,
this introductory volume of Radical Review explores
radical ideas that can improve governance in a COVIDregulated world.
The COVID-19 pandemic produced for many of us
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unprecedented time and space in which to carefully
evaluate the worldviews, assumptions, values, and
interests that drive how our respective governance
systems operate.3 More specifically, inhabitants4 across
the world analyzed actors and bodies that generate
and enforce laws, market forces, security forces, and
network trends such as subnational and national
governments and regional and international bodies
as they coordinated public response to the pandemic.
We examined their levels of transparency and how
they disseminate information; their ethical decisionmaking patterns; resource allocation strategies; and
service delivery trends. For example, we observed
service delivery gaps in some contexts and healthcare
systems ill-equipped to support crisis response,
demonstrating the inequality between nations. In other
contexts, we witnessed elders be neglected by their
healthcare systems and subsequently lose their lives,
reinforcing the minimal value often placed on a human
life that can no longer generate profit for the state. We
also observed various governance bodies prioritize
certain communities over others along ethnic, racial,
and religious lines as well as the urban-rural divide. And
as these realities were exposed in necessarily public
decision-making processes, even people that typically
benefit from the status quo could no longer deny the
inequalities embedded in their social order. Thus, it
comes as no surprise that there was a spike in social
movements calling for fundamental societal change
that is necessarily radical to eradicate inequality. The
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reflective essays in this volume explore diverse radical
ideas in this context, which in the current political
climate is a high-stakes endeavour.
UNDERSTANDING AND RECLAIMING THE CONCEPT OF
“RADICAL”
The word radical comes from the Latin word “rudix”
meaning root.5 As a noun, “radical” often refers to the
core of someone or something as being extremely
different from the status quo. In the context of social
and societal change, “radicals” are historically known
for seeking to fundamentally transform their social,
economic, and/or political systems, which is referred to
here as “radical change”.6 Two basic features contribute
to producing social and societal transformation that is
“radical”. The first includes asking “radical questions”
that unravel the core or root of something or someone.
Radical questions move past what something is and
how something functions to asking why it exists as it
does (i.e., examining root causes). And in unearthing
the answers to why, “radical solutions” can be proposed
that replace or significantly transform the identified root
causes of the status quo, which is the second feature.
Together, asking radical questions and proposing
radical solutions produce strategies for radical social
and societal change.
In the context of governance, “radical politics” proposing
principally different social orders are traditionally
celebrated, particularly in the theoretical realm. For
example, Feminism, Modernism, Neo-conservatism,
and Marxism have led to many radical social
transformations by changing constitutive norms.7
Today’s most “legitimate” social order, namely, (Neo)
liberalism was seen in the 1970s as a radical model
meant to liberate corporate power. However, radical
thinking and radical politics more specifically today
remain quite weak for myriad reasons. One reason
could be that there are too many radical factions,
weakening the ability to collectively mobilize under a
single movement for radical change.8 However, radical
“fragmentation” allows for diverse views to inform
change and any one in particular serving as the “grand
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vision” of radical change, marginalizes other views
and in effect can fuel inequality. Another cause could
be that many radical thinkers are on the margins of
society and therefore are disconnected from and less
able to penetrate other parts of the system. Radical
politics could also be weak because radical thinkers do
not work hard enough to reach other parts of society,
undermining collective action for societal change.9
Though these and many other reasons are indeed
valid, another reason worth emphasizing here is the
entrenchment of (Neo)liberalism as the only legitimate
social order at the turn of the twenty-first century,10
which was amplified and reinforced by the Global War
on Terror (GWOT).11
The attacks on the Twin Towers in New York City
on September 11, 2001, affected every facet of the
international order be it legal, political, social, or
economic. This event continues to be depicted by the
United States and other western liberal democracies as
an attack on their way of life and something that should
be combatted even if the use of force is required.12
Whereas (Neo)liberalism was once celebrated for its
“radical” nature, proponents of this ideology often
problematize contemporary radical alternatives as
existential threats. Consequently, “radical” is now
coupled with “anti-liberal” and “anti-west”, and most
devastatingly, “violent extremism” in post 9/11 public,
political and academic discourses.13 Exploring radical
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alternatives to the western (Neo)liberal mainstream
is identified as a precursor to becoming a violent
extremist.14 This is a process referred to in counterterrorism discourse as “radicalization”, which is a notion
often used by states to reference “a process through
which an individual adopts an increasingly extremist
set of beliefs and aspirations. This may include, but is
not defined by, the willingness to condone, support,
facilitate or use violence to further political, ideological,
religious or other goals.”15 Such a definition significantly
raises the stakes for anyone, particularly academics
and practitioners in global affairs, to propose radical
alternatives to the (Neo)liberal hegemony. Additionally,
this high-stakes environment is partially why many
so-called “radical” ideas become subsumed in the
(Neo)liberal mainstream model as they challenge
threads of the status quo but fall short of calling for an
overhaul of its foundations.16 Consequently, some of
the contributors to this volume of Radical Review have
experienced adverse reactions to their radical ideas in
personal, public, and professional spaces.
To further exacerbate disengagement with radical
social and societal change, many of the industries
that fund and disseminate research are dominated
by staunch proponents of the current (Neo)liberal
international system.17 Thus, radical theorists are
often dismissed, and their research and programs are
underfunded or restricted to (Neo)liberal parameters as
a condition of securing resources.18 For this and many
other reasons, practice in related fields and public
awareness informed by research and theory are not
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penetrated by radical ideas as effectively as those of
the orthodoxy.
To counteract the counterproductive trends
discussed thus far, this volume of Radical Review
works to decouple “radical” from necessarily leading
to “violence” and “violent extremism”. To this end,
contributors were asked to use “seemingly” radical
solutions to the governance challenges they raised as
opposed to contributors having free range to propose
any fundamentally different solutions that occur to
them.19 More specifically, the contributors were asked
to propose a radical idea that would help to address
essential problems in existing governance structures
that produce inequalities spotlighted by the recent
pandemic. They then show how their idea is indeed
acceptable or normalized in other academic disciplines,
areas of practice, cultural contexts, and/or historical
periods, as well as in the context of the pandemic itself.
In so doing, the authors demonstrate their ideas are not
necessarily violent, harmful, or implausible, but instead
can be helpful, achievable without harm, and worth
exploring. This approach further demonstrates that what
is understood as “radical” is contextually dependent
and therefore interdisciplinarity, multidisciplinarity, and
cross-cultural engagement can provide myriad models
and ideas to help us strengthen governance in our
respective societies and at a global level.
EMBRACING THE RADICAL TO IMPROVE GOVERNANCE
IN A COVID-REGULATED WORLD
It is timely to explore radical alternatives to current
governance systems as calls for radically different
approaches to social organization continue in the
current post-liberal era.20 Although radical models
and solutions could indeed challenge the realm of
possibilities known to humanity, contributors instead
show how their radical ideas were used in another
context. Accordingly, commentators with varied
cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds draw
on their experiences in one of two ways to propose
radical thinking and radical solutions to governance
challenges foregrounded by the recent pandemic.
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In one approach, authors show how the pandemic
revealed something radically different to a specific
audience or context that could help to improve
governance in a COVID-regulated world. More
concretely, Marisa Tramontano offers several examples
of COVID-19 accelerating the movement to defund
and abolish the police in the United States, which
reinforced this seemingly radical movement as one
worth pursuing. Using the same case study, Emily
Sample discusses how the pandemic encouraged
people to spend more time outdoors, particularly
engaging “public” green spaces such as parks, which
city dwellers have difficulty accessing. But a newfound
appreciation for the environment due to COVID,
provides opportunities to transition from a specifically
American capitalist view that pits nature against city
infrastructure, toward a merging of the two to build
more inclusive and equitable ecosystems that are safe
for human beings and the environment.
Drawing on examples from Canada, the United
Kingdom, Uganda, and the United States, Saghar
Birjandian argues that the pandemic revealed how
individuals often function as “administrations of
justice”. She claims that understanding individuals
in this way can serve as a useful analytical device
to more effectively theorize the types of social and
societal change required to establish just societies.
Monica Macias offers a more structured comparative
analysis of COVID-19 response strategies between
western countries like the United Kingdom driven by
individualism and countries like South Korea that are
shaped by collectivism. She concludes that collectivism
fosters more effective response to crisis and is worth
promoting in a COVID-regulated world. Lastly, at the
international level, Yatana Yamahata shows us how
looking at the role of international institutions during
the AIDS and COVID-19 pandemics reveals the power
of these entities over state behaviour, which challenges
conventional international relations theories that posit
only the reverse as true.
In the alternative approach, contributors explain
different ways the pandemic illuminated how we need
to fundamentally change our thinking and behaviours
and then propose some seemingly radical ideas to
address said needs. For example, Calvete documents a
conversation between university students and lecturers
based in Brazil and the United Kingdom about missed
opportunities to challenge the status quo during the
pandemic. They identified that the hegemonic view of
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individualism and capitalism is so deeply entrenched
that even during a global pandemic that naturally
disrupted that status quo, the masses did not mobilize
to demand a new international political economy. To
counter this, the participants propose to replace the
prevailing individualistic worldview with collective
thinking and organizing.
Also centering his analysis around the masses, Henry
Okoth examines why in Uganda, the military’s atrocities
against civilians during the pandemic and coinciding
political elections, call for community led responses.
He proposes a seemingly radical idea to use the family
unit and the clan to hold state and military personnel
accountable for their crimes, which has been successful
in the past. Using the same case study, Tonny Kirabira
points to an opportunity caused by the pandemic
halting a long and drawn-out court process against a
low-ranking Lord’s Resistance Army rebel. He suggests
that given the perpetrator is also understood as a victim
by many survivors across northern Uganda where
rebellion unfolded, it is worth exploring the use of victim
participation in plea bargaining processes as a way for
survivors to bring elements of their customary dispute
resolution into post-atrocity justice processes. This
could in turn, help courts of law to foster reconciliation
in legally plural societies like Uganda.
Lastly, Shelly Clay-Robison problematizes information
disseminated by governments during crises response
as too superficial to help inhabitants participate in
shaping governance. She proposes that governments,
especially during public health crises, could more
effectively communicate the research expertise of the
social sciences to communities experiencing social and
economic issues using the arts. In the conclusion of
this volume Danny Lord and Marisa Tramontano reflect
on these contributions and outline some implications
for the masses as we move toward imagined futures.
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